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Issues & Programs List

Fourth Quarter 2015
10/1/15 – 12/31/15

1. Jobs / the Economy

10/9/15 – 40 min. live – “Morning Show Job Search” – conducted by PD & show host 
Scott Herrold. The phone lines were opened from 8:35  – 9:15 am inviting job seekers 
to call and tell what kind of work they’re qualified and/or are looking for and employers 
with job openings to call in and tell the listeners live on the air about the opening at 
their business. The job information given on the air during that time was then posted 
on the station website as interested listeners were encouraged to find out more in order 
to arrange interviews or connection with the employers regarding the available jobs.

2. Family & Parenting Issues           

10/8/15 – 8 min recorded interview with Keith Stancil, author of the book “Creating 
Monsters,” who talked about the challenges of parenting, especially step-parenting, and 
how to deal with those challenges. Aired at 7:05 & 9:05 am.

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY –  In a program on pushing past entitlement to find success, 
Psychologist and author Dr. John Townsend offered advice on dealing with family 
members who feel they deserve special privileges and treatment. He also explained 
how parents can avoid instilling a sense of entitlement in their children. He shared 
information from his book, “The Entitlement Cure; Finding success in doing hard things 
the right way.”
Aired 10/12/15 at 9 pm 30 min 

10/26/15 – 7 min recorded interview with musician/artist Matthew West who discussed  
parenting issues. He especially encouraged parents to be intentional in finding the best 
ways to connect with and engage their children to build relationship that will serve to 
let your child know that you are a safe person to whom they can turn when they 
encounter the challenges of becoming adults. Aired 7:35 and 9:35 am.

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY –  In a discussion on navigating life’s toughest questions with 
your kids, authors and speakers Elyse Fitzpatrick and Jessica Thompson offered parents 
age-appropriate responses to some of their children's most challenging life questions. 
They shared material found in their book, “Answering Your Kids’ Toughest Questions.”
Aired 10/27/15 at 9 pm 30 min 



FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Author and speaker Leslie Vernick explained how an 
excessive self-focus prevents us from true contentment and offered practical ideas for 
avoiding pride and pursuing a kind of humility that brings rewards as we help those 
around us. She shared information found in her book, “How to Find Selfless Joy in a 
Me-First World.”
Aired 10/30/15 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Popular author and  blogger Kay Wyma offered insights, 
encouragement and advice in a discussion based on her latest book, “I'm Happy for You 
(Sort of ... Not Really): Finding Contentment in a Culture of Comparison.”
Aired 11/6/15 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Mike and Kristin Berry shared their inspiring story of adopting 
eight children. They encouraged listeners to consider how they might make a positive 
difference in the life of an orphan or an adoptive family.
Aired 11/9/15 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY –  Author Kathi Lipp gave practical suggestions for making 
holiday plans for your family's celebration so that it can be budget-friendly, and much 
less stress. She talked from the material in her book, “Get Yourself Organized for 
Christmas.”
Aired 11/10/15 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Author Leslie Leyland Fields offered hope and encouragement 
to those struggling with the pain of a broken relationship with their parents in a 
discussion based on her book, “Forgiving Our Fathers and Mothers: Finding Freedom 
From Hurt and Hate.”
Aired 11/18/15 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Continuation of the previous days discussion with author 
Leslie Leyland Fields who offered hope and encouragement to those struggling with the 
pain of a broken relationship with their parents in a discussion based on her book, 
“Forgiving Our Fathers and Mothers: Finding Freedom From Hurt and Hate.”
Aired 11/19/15 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Blogger and speaker Courtney DeFeo gave practical 
suggestions and fun ideas on how parents can make love and laughter a part of 
everyday life in the home. She included information from her book, “In This House, We 
Will Giggle.”
Aired 11/23/15 at 9 pm 30 min 



FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Part 2 of a discussion with author, blogger and speaker 
Courtney DeFeo who gave practical suggestions and fun ideas on how parents can 
make love and laughter a part of everyday life in the home. She included information 
from her book, “In This House, We Will Giggle.”
Aired 11/24/15 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY –  Interview with Diane Doering and Kay Owen-Larson who 
discussed practical suggestions for how families can help alleviate the loneliness 
experienced by many residents of elderly care facilities, and share the love with senior 
citizens who are often overlooked and forgotten by society. Information was included 
from Diane’s book, “Finding Life in the Last Season.” 
Aired 11/25/15 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY –  In a program on raising sons to be confident, capable and 
satisfied men, author Jonathan Catherman explained why parents need to be 
intentional about teaching their sons the basic life skills they'll need as they become 
men. He included material from his book, “The Manual to Manhood.”
Aired 12/7/15 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Author Jessie Minassian offers advice for parents seeking to 
help their teen daughters overcome an unhealthy obsession with romance and to find 
their identity and personal significance in something other than in relationships with 
boys. He included information from his book, “Crushed.”
Aired 12/8/15 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY –Part 2 of a conversation with author Jessie Minassian who 
offered advice for parents seeking to help their teen daughters overcome an unhealthy 
obsession with romance and to find their identity and personal significance in something 
other than in relationships with boys. He included information from his book, “Crushed.”
Aired 12/9/15 at 9 pm 30 min 

Ongoing, LIVE - JD Smith is the KANN personality on the air Monday – Friday, 11 am to 2 
pm. He is the father of 5 children who came to his family as foster children. He and his 
wife have adopted 4 of these children and are attempting to adopt the 5th. JD works with 
the Department of Family Services and Foster Connect, agencies that assist families in the 
area of fostering and sometimes adopting children who need stable homes. He talks daily 
about his family and various aspects of entering and navigating the foster and adoptive 
family life both legally and practically.             



Family Life This Week – Hosted by authors and family experts Bob Lepine and Ashley 
Eskew of Family Life Ministries. Family Life Ministries is a national organization producing 
radio programs and conducting seminars across the country led by a team of family 
experts, psychologists, authors and counselors. The radio programs and seminars are 
designed to teach parents how to develop a parenting style that conveys patience & 
support, and results in a home environment of stability and balance where children feel 
secure, special and are nurtured to be all that their potential makes possible.                
Airs every Sunday at 6:30 am, 27 min. .          

10/1/15 – 5 min recorded interview with Andy Bowersox, CEO of Energize Ministries 
who discussed the challenges that face local church pastors. He gave practical 
suggestions on how to support those who are constantly giving and supporting our 
families and communities.  Aired at 7:05 and 9:05 am.

3. Children’s and Youth Issues

October 1st-31st  DJ’s gave information on family friendly/kid safe alternatives to door-
to-door Halloween trick-or-treating. Approx. 50 mentions of varying length were aired 
live between 5 am and 7 pm over the 31 day period.

10/19/15 aired 7:05 am & repeated 10/20/15 aired 8:05 am  – 3 min recorded 
interview with recording artist Brandon Heath who discussed his involvement in the 
“Young Life” youth mentorship program. He explained how important it is to develop 
relationships with kids in junior high and high school who may not have the support in 
their home to believe in their own value and potential, and he encouraged listeners to 
find ways to make a difference in the life of a young person through mentoring.

11/13/15 – 2 min recorded interview with Dr. Kevin Leman, renowned psychologist, 
bestselling author and family expert who discussed how to help our children handle 
their fears, as well as our own as a parent, as current events seem to indicate greater 
threats to our security and safety in American society. Aired at 7:17 pm.

Adventures in Odyssey – 25 min program airs every Saturday at 9:30 am. Weekly 
dramatization of some story that teaches a useful point to help young people deal with 
the challenges of life and learn useful lessons in character building. The program on 
11/7/15 dramatized helpful information for kids dealing with forgiveness.

DJ’s informed listeners of the local events and efforts underway in support of the 
international aid organization “Samaritan’s Purse” to create shoeboxes containing 
Christmas gifts and basic health, hygiene and development items for needy children in 
some of the most devastated regions of the World. 11/16/15/-11/23/15 was 



collection/drop-off week for the “Operation Christmas Child Shoebox Program” that 
Samaritan’s Purse conducts each year. Samaritan’s Purse provides food, medical aid 
and survival necessities to destitute and suffering people around the World, typically 
being among the first responders in times of natural disasters and where wars have 
brought human suffering. Their “Operation Christmas Child – Shoebox Program” 
delivers millions of Christmas gifts every year to suffering kids. 

10/5 – 11/23/15 – KANN air personalities encouraged listeners to get involved in 
the “Operation Christmas Child – Shoebox Program” by creating shoeboxes to be 
donated. Approx. 20 mentions of varying length were made on the air live between 7 
am and 8 pm each day during these weeks.

11/16 – 11/23/15 – promoted collection week of “Operation Christmas Child – 
Shoebox Program.” Approx. 10 mentions (total) of varying length were made on the air 
live between 7 am and 8 pm each day during this week letting people know how they 
could participate.

Your Story Hour –  28 min. recorded weekly program for children airing every Saturday 
at 9 am. Each program is a dramatization of a story, both fiction and non-fiction, of an 
individual or family who has lived some part of their life story in a way that has 
historical significance, demonstrates important character traits, represents a particular 
heroism or exceptional strength in overcoming difficult personal challenges. In the 
month of November 2015 the program aired a series dramatizing the story of the 
historical, Old Testament character Joseph, which included him dealing with: his 
brothers plotting to kill him, their selling him into slavery instead, his rising to 
prominence in the home of the man in Egypt whom he served as slave, his being 
promoted to a place of governing and saving the Egyptian people by his wise planning 
and preparation to survive 7 years of famine when the surrounding countries were 
largely starving to death. The story goes on to include a lesson on forgiveness and 
letting go of past injustices as his brothers eventually came from their homeland to 
request food and help during the famine. Joseph was able to put the past behind him 
and re-unite his family. A story of many lessons for anyone on overcoming, persevering, 
not letting your past or even present define you and not denying yourself a healthy 
future relationship just because of a tragic or terrible past relationship. It aired as a 7 
part series, once per week starting on 10/17/15, and continuing with part 2 on 
10/24/15, part 3 on 10/31/15, etc., 11/7/15, 11/14/15, 11/21/15 and concluding with 
part 7 on 11/28/15.



4. Education

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Psychologist and author Dr. Kevin Leman and guest host 
Jean Daly offered parents of middle schoolers advice and encouragement in a 
discussion based on Dr. Leman's book, “Planet Middle School: Helping Your Child 
Through the Peer Pressure, Awkward Moments & Emotional Drama.”
Aired 10/6/15 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Continuation of a conversation with Psychologist and author 
Dr. Kevin Leman and guest host Jean Daly who offered parents of middle schoolers 
advice and encouragement in a discussion based on Dr. Leman's book, “Planet Middle 
School: Helping Your Child Through the Peer Pressure, Awkward Moments & Emotional 
Drama.”
Aired 10/7/15 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In a program on discovering the best ways to educate your 
child, author Carol Barnier offered practical suggestions for parents to help their 
children learn and succeed in school. She included information from her book, “The Big 
What Now Book of Learning Styles.”
Aired 12/3/15 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Part 2 of a program on discovering the best ways to educate 
your child, author Carol Barnier offered practical suggestions for parents to help their 
children learn and succeed in school. She included information from her book, “The Big 
What Now Book of Learning Styles.”
Aired 12/4/15 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In a program titled, “Navigating the Middle School Years,” 
authors Cynthia Tobias and Sue Acuna explained how parents can effectively adapt to 
various challenges they and their children will face during the middle school years. 
Material was included from their book, “Middle School: The Inside Story,” 
Aired 12/30/15 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In a continuation of the previous day’s program titled, 
“Navigating the Middle School Years,” authors Cynthia Tobias and Sue Acuna explained 
how parents can effectively adapt to various challenges they and their children will face 
during the middle school years. Material was included from their book, “Middle School: 
The Inside Story,” 
Aired 12/31/15 at 9 pm 30 min 



5. Marriage

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Interview with recording artist and author Tiffany Lee, 
popularly known as “Plumb”, and her husband Jeremy, who offered hope for troubled 
couples as they described how their own marriage was saved from the brink of divorce 
through the help of caring friends and family who reached out to help them. They also 
encouraged listeners to look for opportunities to encourage others as they shared 
material from her book, “Need You Now: A Story of Hope.”
Aired 10/8/15 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Continuation of the interview with recording artist and author 
Tiffany Lee, popularly known as “Plumb”, and her husband Jeremy, who offered hope 
for troubled couples as they described how their own marriage was saved from the 
brink of divorce through the help of caring friends and family who reached out to help 
them. They also encouraged listeners to look for opportunities to encourage others as 
they shared material from her book, “Need You Now: A Story of Hope.”
Aired 10/9/15 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY –  In a discussion based on their book “Take the Date Night 
Challenge,” Dr. Greg Smalley and Erin Smalley talked about making the intentional 
investment in marriage by  taking time to date our spouse. They also addressed 
common questions and hurdles that couples face in planning for a regular date night in 
the midst of a busy schedule. They also gave suggestions from their book, “The Little 
Book of Great Dates,”  
Aired 10/19/15 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – A discussion with Doris Rivera-Black who told her dramatic 
story of escaping the physical, emotional and sexual abuse she endured in her previous 
marriage. She offered hope to other victims of domestic violence as she discussed her 
journey to breaking out of the dangerous life that she found herself in. Doris Rivera-
Black is a survivor of sexual assault and domestic violence. She’s shared her powerful 
story as an overcomer on The Oprah Winfrey Show in 2007. Doris is now a sought-after 
public speaker and the author of a new book titled Clothed in Strength. She is also the 
founder of NEVER a Victim, a program where women are taught about domestic 
violence/sexual assault and how to defend against it. Doris is also the co-founder of All 
Hope Restored, a faith-based domestic violence support group.
Aired 10/20/15 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Part 2 of the program with Doris Rivera-Black who told her 
dramatic story of escaping the physical, emotional and sexual abuse she endured in her 
previous marriage. She offered hope to other victims of domestic violence as she 
discussed her journey to breaking out of the dangerous life that she found herself in. 
Aired 10/21/15 at 9 pm 30 min 



FOCUS ON THE FAMILY –  Interview with author Mark Gungor who outlined nine 
positive attitudes that are essential for a good marriage. He included material from his 
book, “Laugh Your Way to a Better Marriage.”
Aired 10/26/15 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Author and speaker Ron Deal offered couples in blended 
families advice on how they can assess the strengths of their marriage and improve on 
areas of weakness in light of the particular challenges they face in parenting 
stepchildren. He included information from his book, “The Smart Stepfamily Marriage, “ 
co-authored by Ron L Deal & David H Olson.
Aired 10/28/15 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Continuation of the previous days program with author and 
speaker Ron Deal who offered couples in blended families advice on how they can 
assess the strengths of their marriage and improve on areas of weakness in light of the 
particular challenges they face in parenting stepchildren. He included information from 
his book, “The Smart Stepfamily Marriage,” co-authored by Ron L Deal & David H 
Olson.
Aired 10/29/15 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Domingo and Irene Garcia discussed the early years of their 
marriage which were filled with alcoholism and abuse. Then, after 10 years together 
Domingo asked for forgiveness and dramatic changes took place in their marriage. The 
Garcia’s offered hope and encouragement to other couples that they, too, can 
change destructive patterns and embrace a better plan for their lives. They shared 
information from Irene’s book, “Rich in Love.” Over the years, the Garcia’s have birthed, 
fostered or adopted 32 children. Their story of change and the remaking of their 
marriage is amazing.
Aired 11/4/15 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – The conclusion of the story of Domingo and Irene Garcia who 
discussed the early years of their marriage which were filled with alcoholism and abuse. 
Then, after 10 years together Domingo pleaded for forgiveness and dramatic changes 
took place in their marriage. The Garcia’s offered hope and encouragement to other 
couples that they, too, can change destructive patterns and embrace a better plan for 
their lives. They shared information from Irene’s book, “Rich in Love.” Over the years, 
the Garcia’s have birthed, fostered or adopted 32 children. Their story of change and 
the remaking of their marriage is amazing.
Aired 11/5/15 at 9 pm 30 min 



FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In a discussion based on their book “Men Are Like Waffles, 
Women Are Like Spaghetti,” marriage experts Bill and Pam Farrel explained how a 
husband and wife can understand and appreciate one another's differences, and even 
strengthen their relationship through those differences.
Aired 11/12/15 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In the conclusion of a discussion started on the previous days 
program based on their book “Men Are Like Waffles, Women Are Like Spaghetti,” 
marriage experts Bill and Pam Farrel explained how a husband and wife can understand 
and appreciate one another's differences, and even strengthen their relationship 
through those differences.
Aired 11/13/15 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In the first of a 2 part program titled, “Putting the Sizzle Back 
in Your Marriage,” authors Kathi Lipp and Erin MacPherson encouraged couples to 
overcome the daily challenges of parenting to make sexual intimacy a higher priority. 
The shared material from their book, “Hot Mama,” as well as from Kathi Lipps’ book, 
“Happy Habits for Every Couple.”
Aired 11/16/15 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In the second of the 2 part program titled, “Putting the Sizzle 
Back in Your Marriage,” authors Kathi Lipp and Erin MacPherson encouraged couples to 
overcome the daily challenges of parenting to make sexual intimacy a higher priority. 
The shared material from their book, “Hot Mama,” as well as from Kathi Lipps’ book, 
“Happy Habits for Every Couple.”
Aired 11/17/15 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Dr. Greg and Erin Smalley answered listener questions on 
how to successfully navigate family relationships during the holidays, and helped 
couples with suggestions on working as a team to balance chores, budgets and family 
demands to minimize stress points.
Aired 11/27/15 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Authors Greg and Erin Smalley offered engaged couples 
practical advice in a discussion based on their new book, “Ready to Wed: 12 Ways to 
Start a Marriage You'll Love.”
Aired 12/17/15 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Continuation of the discussion with authors Greg and Erin 
Smalley who offered engaged couples more practical advice from information in their 
new book, “Ready to Wed: 12 Ways to Start a Marriage You'll Love.”
Aired 12/18/15 at 9 pm 30 min 



FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Author Arlene Pellicane offered practical suggestions on 
strengthening your marriage during the busy years of starting a family, especially if 
your relationship has taken a backseat to raising children. She included material from 
her book, “31 Days to a Happy Husband” and “31 Days to Becoming a Happy Wife.”
Aired 12/21 /15 at 9 pm 30 min 

10/15/15 – 9 min recorded interview with Luke Smallbone, recording artist who 
discussed dealing with extreme illness and the strain it can place on a marriage. He 
talked about what he’s learned in how to handle the challenges in a way that can 
actually make a marriage stronger.    
Aired at 7:05 and 9:05 am.

10/30/15 –6 min recorded interview with recording artist Lincoln Brewster who discussed 
overcoming the challenges of tremendous health issues and doing so at the same time as 
his wife was working through cancer treatment. He gave insight and advice on how to 
maintain a strong and supportive relationship even when the challenges are extremely 
tough.           
Aired 8:05 & 10:05 am.

6. Women’s Issues

Each fall KANN encourages listeners to support the work of non-profit  women’s 
resource/pregnancy care organizations where women can go and receive free clothing, 
diapers, formula, as well as free pregnancy tests for women in need of these items and 
services. Centers we support on the air include the Ogden Pregnancy Care Center and 
the Pregnancy Resource Center of Salt Lake City Centers. KANN DJs made approx. 20 
live mentions of varying length that aired from 9/7/15 & 10/17/15. Mentions varied in 
length from approx. :20 to 1:30 and were all live, airing weekdays between 5 am and 7 
pm.

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY –  Author Liz Curtis Higgs talked specifically to women about 
dealing with the additional pressures so many face during the holidays and how a fresh 
perspective on Christmas can positively impact your family. She included material from 
her book, “The Women of Christmas.”
Aired 11/30/15 at 9 pm 30 min 

7. Political/Governmental Issues

KANN is committed to providing our listeners with information on current events & 
information. We are an affiliate of the SRN Network News. With live news reporters 
covering daily news around the globe, we are able to deliver the most up-to-the-minute 
information to our listeners on events that are important to making lifestyle choices and 



decisions. This includes information on the latest political, financial, health and 
governmental developments as they happen, as well as general World events. 

The News schedule is as follows:

Monday – Friday Saturday Sunday
1 am - 3 min 1 am - 3 min 1 pm – 3 min
6:55 am - 3 min 6 am - 3 min
8 am - 3 min 7 am - 3 min
9 am - 3 min 8am - 3 min
12 pm – 3 min 1 pm – 3 min
1 pm – 3 min 4 pm – 3 min
4 pm – 3 min 6 pm – 3 min
7 pm – 3 min
10 pm – 3 min

8. Health, Crime  & Law Enforcement and Public Safety Issues

October 1st-31st  DJ’s gave information on family friendly/kid safe alternatives to door-
to-door Halloween trick-or-treating. Approx. 50 mentions of varying length were aired 
live between 5 am and 7 pm over the 31 day period.

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Motivational speaker Dan Miller shared his personal story of 
overcoming adversity as someone who’s confined to a wheelchair as a result of polio. 
He shared his extremely encouraging life perspective that we can adopt to overcome 
any obstacle with God's help, hard work and a positive attitude.
Aired 10/5/15 at 9 pm 30 min 

10/6/15 – 30 min recorded interview with cancer survivor and recording artist Tim 
Timmons. He told his own story of coming through and winning the battle and gave 
insights into what helped him physically, spiritually and emotionally. He also encouraged    
listeners to support Breast Cancer Awareness month where they saw an opportunity.  
Aired 9:30 am.

10/20/15 – 4 min recorded interview with singer Matt Redman who talked about his 
journey through dealing with his fathers’ suicide and what he learned. He discussed the 
general topic of suicide, shedding light on a topic that many don’t talk about, and how 
he processed it in a way that brought him past the confusion and heartbreak that he 
experienced as a result.  Aired 7:10 and 9:40 am.



11/2/15 –9 min recorded interview with author Tim Keller who talked about persevering 
and overcoming the struggle and challenges of battling cancer. He included material from 
his book, “Walking with God Through Pain and Suffering.”      
Aired 8:05 & 10:05 am.

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In a program on “Finding Strength for the Terminal Battle,” 
author and speaker Bo Stern candidly discussed the challenges her family has 
experienced as a result of her husband's fight against ALS (Lou Gehrig's Disease). She 
offered encouragement to those facing similar battles. She shared information from her 
book, “Beautiful Battlefields.”  
Aired 12/10/15 at 9 pm 30 min 

Unshackled – True life stories of men and women who have been addicted to drugs 
and/or alcohol or have struggled with another life-controlling abuse problem and how 
they overcame the addiction and found a way to live free of the hold it had on them. A 
different person’s life story is dramatized every day. Telephone contact information is 
given so that anyone who wants further assistance can talk to someone and get 
personal help.
Airs Monday – Friday at 5:30 am. 29 min. 

9. Homelessness/Poverty/ Human Suffering 

10/14/15 – 7 min recorded interview with Mac Powell, recording artist and global 
representative of World Vision International. He talked about the work of World Vision 
to bring an end to the effects of poverty in the lives of destitute children around the 
world. He talked about his own travels with the organization and his first-hand 
experiences seeing the impact that is being made in some of the most poverty stricken 
parts of the world.  Aired at 7:05 and 9:05 am.

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In a program titled, “Lessons Learned While Serving Others,” 
Matthew Barnett, Pastor of The Dream Center in Los Angeles, talked about their 
church's incredible growth as they have intentionally invested their resources to impact 
needy people around the globe. He also challenged listeners to demonstrate Christ's 
unconditional love as he shared material from his recent book “Misfits Welcome: Find 
Yourself in Jesus and Bring the World Along for the Ride.”
Aired 11/2/15 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Continuation of a program titled, “Lessons Learned While 
Serving Others,” Matthew Barnett, Pastor of The Dream Center in Los Angeles, talked 
about their church's incredible growth as they have intentionally invested their 
resources to impact needy people around the globe. He also challenged listeners to 



demonstrate Christ's unconditional love as he shared material from his recent 
book “Misfits Welcome: Find Yourself in Jesus and Bring the World Along for the Ride.”
Aired 11/3/15 at 9 pm 30 min 

12/2/15 – 1 min live PSA for the Salvation Army Red Kettle program encouraging 
listeners to support the effort to provide for the needy.          
Aired 2:38 pm.

12/9/15 – 1 min live PSA for the Salvation Army Red Kettle program encouraging 
listeners to support the effort to provide for the needy.          
Aired 2:36 pm.

DJ’s informed listeners of the local events and efforts underway in support of the 
international aid organization “Samaritan’s Purse” to create shoeboxes containing 
Christmas gifts and basic health, hygiene and development items for needy children in 
some of the most devastated regions of the World. 11/16/15/-11/23/15 was 
collection/drop-off week for the “Operation Christmas Child Shoebox Program” that 
Samaritan’s Purse conducts each year. Samaritan’s Purse provides food, medical aid 
and survival necessities to destitute and suffering people around the World, typically 
being among the first responders in times of natural disasters and where wars have 
brought human suffering. Their “Operation Christmas Child – Shoebox Program” 
delivers millions of Christmas gifts every year to suffering kids. 

10/5 – 11/23/15 – KANN air personalities encouraged listeners to get involved in 
the “Operation Christmas Child – Shoebox Program” by creating shoeboxes to be 
donated. Approx. 20 mentions of varying length were made on the air live between 7 
am and 8 pm each day during these weeks.

11/16 – 11/23/15 – promoted collection week of “Operation Christmas Child – 
Shoebox Program.” Approx. 10 mentions (total) of varying length were made on the air 
live between 7 am and 8 pm each day during this week letting people know how they 
could participate.

12/11/15 – Live 1:20 PSA for the Salvation Army encouraging listeners to support their 
Bell Ringer- Kettle Drive during the holidays and a description of some of their work to 
help people in our community who are struggling financially.         
Aired at 9:40 am


